
- These slides are the unfinished portion of 
the presentation I gave in March 2008

- http://blog.timbunce.org/2008/03/08/perl-myths/

- An updated version will be written for 
OSCON 2008.

- Tim.   
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- Some Perl6 Myths

- Perl 6 is not Perl and is harder to learn

- It'll never be finished

- There's no code written in Perl 6

Perl6:



“Perl 6 is not Perl”

- “Perl 6 [...] is clearer, more direct, more 
expressive, and without many of the old false 
leads and rough edges in Perl 5.

- So, Perl 6 is still Perl in that a programmer 
looking at a Perl 6 program will instantly 
recognize that it is "Perl", even if some of the 
details are different.”
 —Larry Wall



“It’ll never be finished”

- “If we'd done Perl 6 on a schedule, you'd have it 
by now. And it would be crap.”
 —Larry Wall

- "do it right" and "it's ready when it's ready"

- “Truly radical and far-reaching improvements 
over the past few years.”

Itʼs given the design team the freedom to look deeply into issues.

To re-balance the design and grammar as it evolved, in ways that wouldnʼt be possible after a release.



When will be be done?

- “We're not doing the Waterfall [model of 
development] we're doing the Whirlpool, where 
the strange attractor whirls around with 
feedback at many levels but eventually 
converges on something in the middle.”
 —Larry Wall
 in 'What criteria mark the closure of perl6 specification'

- Specification is now relatively stable

“In other words, a whirlpool sucks, but the trick is to position your whirlpool over your intended destination, and you'll eventually get there, though 
perhaps a bit dizzier than you'd like."

-- Larry Wall, in 'What criteria mark the closure of perl6 specification'



Multiple implementations

-Currently there are three Perl 6 compilers

- Pugs - initial experimentation in Haskel

- KindaPerl6 - perl5 - aiming to self-host

- Rakudo - built on Parrot Compiler Toolchain

-Sharing a common test suite



Pugs - 850,000 Lines of Code in 2 Years

An extraordinary amount of work.

Valuable feedback into the ʻwhirlpoolʼ of design and evolution.

Test suite is the official Perl 6 test suite



“There's no Perl 6 code”

- 35,000 lines of tests written in Perl 6

- 7,000 lines of examples written in Perl 6

- The Muldis-DB relational database
87,000 lines of Perl 6 code

http://m19s28.dyndns.org/iblech/stuff/pugs-smokes/pugs-smoke-6.2.13-r19912-linux-
normal--1202939667-1239--19328-18024-1304-1909-769-30--0d335bb4cd34fb4ab68763b9f9f7ae15.html

http://svn.pugscode.org/pugs/ext/Muldis-DB/





- An advanced virtual machine for dynamic 
languages

- Advanced capabilities with JIT compiling

- Already supports over 50 languages
about 20 of which are non-toy
 Python, Ruby, PHP, Lua, Lisp, TCL, ...

 





Parrot Test Suite

- 11,086 tests in 557 files

- 53,884 tests if run for all 7 runcores



Parrot Compiler Toolkit

- Write a compiler in an afternoon!

- “Parrot is really quite wonderful. [...] Parrot 
lets you implement your own languages 
using Perl 6 rules for the grammar and Perl 
6 for the compiler.”
 - Simon Cozens
 http://blog.simon-cozens.org/post/view/1323
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